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Abstract—Data Protection (DP) and Universal Human Rights
are extremely relevant to biometrics, where inherently private
data is used for authentication purposes. In this context this
paper stresses that there are significant challenges beyond
biometric authentication. For example, it has been shown in the
existing literature that medical information of a skin disease from
a fingerprint, symptoms of diabetes on the retina, or diseases
affecting one’s walk can be extracted from biometric recordings.
We address the derived privacy challenges in biometrics by a
careful review of relevant aspects of the universal human rights
from UN documents and the EU General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) with a first identification and enumeration of
relevant attributes. From the derived privacy sensitive attributes
and respective requirements, de-identification approaches to
protection of soft biometrics in face and fingerprints are
explored. In consideration of these techniques, there is the
question of what constitutes legal and moral biometric signal
processing presently in the state-of-the-art, as well as motivation
for further work towards fulfilling the criteria.
Keywords—privacy; soft biometrics; data protection; human
rights; GDPR

I.

INTRODUCTION

The vast majority of the world has achieved consensus on
fundamental universal human rights such as declared by the
United Nations. Amongst these rights, privacy rights have been
substantiated already in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights [1] (UDHR), primarily by Article 12 with the phrase:
“(…) No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference
with his privacy (...)”
The UN position on rights was clearly defined in 1949 with
the UDHR, and serves as the foundation for the conventions
built upon it, notably the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights [2] (CCPR) and International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights [3] (CESC).
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In July 2014, the UN affirmed that the rights to privacy
people are treated to offline should equally apply to the online
sphere [4]. In acknowledgement of these universal rights,
countries and groups of nations have been implementing
legislation on data protection of personal data, e.g. the EU
General Data Protection Regulation [5] (GDPR), which defines
framework conditions for such data processing, including
sensitive biometric signal processing.
Of course, Data Protection (DP) is extremely relevant to
biometrics, where inherently private data is used for
authentication purposes. However, due to their nature,
biometric measurements may disclose further properties of
their owners, which can be determined by means of
classification, and may well still be very sensitive, private
information. Examples for such sensitive information include:
medical information of a skin disease from a fingerprint [6],
symptoms of diabetes on the retina [7], or a disease affecting
one’s walk [8]. Emotions are captured too, as one would expect
through facial images, yet also wearables and mobile phones
[9] are capturing information passively which could suggest
stress, excitement or any emotional response that triggers
bodily reactions.
This paper will address such non-identification privacy
challenges for biometrics by a careful review of relevant
aspects of the universal human rights and GDPR, with a first
identification and enumeration of relevant attributes. These
attributes are discussed with regards to technical approaches
that may work towards privacy protection, in particular those
within the works from [18] and [20], which have also identified
the challenge, for gender, age, race and ethnicity,
The relevant attributes identified in the paper are presented
in Table 1, to be used as the basis for discussion of selected
exemplary modalities. The specifically highlighted modalities
of face and fingerprints are selected for later discussion in
protection measures.
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TABLE 1: Derived attributes. Abbreviations U and C refer to UDHR and
CCPR respectively. Appended numbers refer to the Articles within the
documents. Sources [1][2][3].
Attribute

Origin

Biometric Modalities

Race

U2, C2

Eye, face, fingerprints

Gender

U2, C2

Body, face, fingerprints, gait, gestures,
hand, handwriting, speech

Language

U2, C2

Handwriting, speech

Freedom of
Thought

U2, U18,
U19, C2,
C18, C19

Eye, face, gait, speech, wearable sensors

Nationality

U2, U15,
C2, C24

Face, fingerprints, handwriting, speech

Age

U2, C2

Body, face, gait, gestures, handwriting,
speech

Childhood

GDPR 8

Body, face, gait, gestures, handwriting,
speech

Health

GDPR 9

Body, eye, face, fingerprints, gait, gestures,
hand, handwriting, speech, wearable sensors

Sexual
Orientation

GDPR 9

Eye, face

“race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or other status” and
“political, jurisdictional or international status”. Primarily we
derive attributes from this root:
Firstly, the attribute Race we summarise from “race” and
“colour”. More subtle indicators may be visible in fingerprint
and iris, however, using the many aspects of the face is the
more studied approach [10].
The Gender attribute is stated as “sex”. Much work has
been done in determining gender from across various
modalities, such as face [11].
Language as an attribute is naturally disclosed in speech
recognition and handwriting. Identification of language in
speech is the tougher ongoing challenge [12].

In view of the identified set of requirements for biometric
data, the paper will further focus on the specific modalities of
face and fingerprints, and review those technical mechanisms
from the state-of-the-art [18], which appear adequate to address
the requirements. While the original publication [18] can be
seen as a best effort approach to identify today's methods and
limitations of face and fingerprint de-identification, the goal of
this paper will be to elaborate on a list of explicit proposals,
which of the technologies may be utilised for specific DP
aspects in future.
The further paper is structured as follows: in the upcoming
Section II, further explanations and justifications for the
identified attributes as summarised in Table 1 are given.
Section III will then consider de-identification approaches as
DP methods for the discussed sensitive data, and conclusions
of our findings are summarised in the last section.
II. SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL RELEVANT ATTRIBUTES

Freedom of Thought is summarised from the rights to
“religion, political or other opinion”, as well as elaborations in
further articles. CCPR/UDHR Article 18 states “freedom of
thought, conscience and religion”, and CCPR/UDHR Article
19 provides “freedom of opinion and expression”, noting the
freedom to “hold opinions without interference and to seek,
receive and impart information”. Capture devices could assess
reactions to religious, political or other material, and derive
agreement, disagreement, or nuanced reactions. While many
modalities provide insight, as the natural human method for
communicating emotion, there is much work in determining
affect from the face [13].
Nationality as an attribute is derived from both “national or
social origin” and “political, jurisdictional or international
status”. Furthermore CCPR Article 24 and UDHR Article 15
state “No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor
denied the right to change his nationality”. Nationality is a free
aspect of identity distinctly apart from the physical attributes,
however, nationality can be estimated either from Language or
from Race.
Age is an attribute derived from impartiality of conditions
of “birth”, regardless of era. Assigning age demographics from
face images has proven effective [14].
These attributes are beholden to certain restrictions and
requirements of broader rights, we can derive the requirements
for their use.

The goal of this section is to provide a brief insight into
articles from UN rights documents and DP regulation that have
a direct impact to processing of biometric data from
individuals. From these, we derive a set of attributes (i.e.
protection aspects) and data processing requirements, which
are introduced by real world biometric signal processing
examples and linked to the corresponding articles in the
declarations. The summary of findings is pre-summarised in
Table 1.

Fundamentally the substantiation of privacy is made clear
in CCPR Article 17 (similarly to UDHR Article 12) which
states “No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful
interference with his privacy (...)”. Privacy is a right like any
other which deserves protection in the eyes of the law. In
interpreting the article, there is an issue with deciding what is
arbitrary. Consider when data is held long-term for potential
developments, or used in machine learning without
understanding of the underlying logic generated.

There are many works for each of these attributes, however,
for conciseness only one reference to an example is given for
each.

In employment, CESC/UDHR Article 23 highlights the
importance of no discrimination: “Everyone, without any
discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work.” With
technology such as machine learning models and sorting based
on a huge amount of features, there exists the risk of concealed
immoral discriminating factors [15].

A. Attributes derived from UN Rights
Under both CCPR and UDHR Article 2, the UN rights
enumerate all that which is not grounds for discrimination:
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B. Attributes and Requirements derived from GDPR

Chapter III – Rights of the data subject

Within the GDPR, further attributes which directly relate to
biometric data processing, are derived.

12/13

The attribute of Childhood is substantiated by Article 8:
“Additional protection for children under 16: Processing of
personal information from children under 16 is only allowed
with consent given or authorised by the holder of parental
responsibility over the child (...)”. Consequently, in biometric
systems, groups of minors need to be robustly identified for
control over their processing. However, conventional methods
of agreement have trouble verifying a user’s age, especially
where biometrics in public environments are passively
captured. It is a challenge to identify children to selectively
exclude them from processing, while restricted from processing
their data [16].
Health as an attribute is derived from Article 9 which
states “data concerning health (...) shall be prohibited.” This is
overridden in the case of explicit consent, however clearly
remains a requirement for passive capture. Health information
can be captured widely across many modalities, from distant
cameras to close wearables. Diabetes is visible in vein patterns
of hand and retina, skin conditions and pigmentation in
fingerprint and face, and diseases in movement of gait and
gestures [6].
Additionally from Article 9, Sexual Orientation is derived
from “data concerning a natural person's sex life or sexual
orientation shall be prohibited”. Sexual Orientation can be
divulged in reactions of pupil dilation in the eye, and
exploratory works exist in identifying orientation from face
images [17]. Whether the systems are truly feasible or not, the
lawfulness of such implementations would be questionable,
regardless of effectiveness.
In addition, and essentially as one of the key purposes of
DP regulation, is the provided regulation on basic operating
principles in the processing of private information. Since these
are obviously relevant for biometric data processing, they are
summarised in requirements in Table 2 with reference to each
corresponding article.
TABLE 2: Summary of processing requirements by GDPR, in particular
regard to biometrics. Source [5].
Article

Summary
Chapter II – Principles

5

Principles relating to processing of personal data
• Processed within the bounds of the law
• Fairness and transparency
• Purpose limitation
• Data minimisation
• Accuracy
• Storage limitations
• Integrity and confidentiality
• Data controller accountability

9

Processing of biometric data for unique identification of a person
is generally prohibited. Processing of biometric data without
unambiguous, rigorous consent is forbidden. Exceptions are in
cases of extreme public interest in legal or medical scenarios, or
the information is public by nature.
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The following knowledge must be provided where personal data
are collected for a new purpose:
• The responsible parties who are using the data
• The identity of the data controller
• How long the data will be stored
• The right to request access, rectification and erasure

15

Personal data accessibility

16

Rectification

17

Erasure (right to be forgotten)

20

Data portability

22

Not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated
processing (which may include profiling)
Chapter IV – Controller and processor

24

The data controller is responsible for technical and organisational
accordance with the law

25

Data protection by design

32

Security of processing

33/34
35

Notification of breaches to both supervisory authority and subjects
Data protection impact assessment

From the derived attributes and requirements, we have
identified many areas of biometric data under threat. Evaluated
technical countermeasures for some selected scenarios are thus
explored in the following section.
III. DE-IDENTIFICATION METHODS
De-identification is a method of personal DP through
hiding a captured subject’s identity. Ideally it obscures a
subject’s identity without compromising the action or
disturbing the remaining context of the source material.
However, such perfect and simultaneously feasible solutions
are not yet in existence and a subject of current research.
Upon successful de-identification, even if methods are
implemented such that not all the privacy sensitive attributes
are hidden in the final data, the hiding of identity naturally
absolutely protects privacy. Any remaining attributes left
attached would not be attachable to any individual. Further to
this, de-identification serves as protection of the sensitive
information which may be contained in data which is not yet
discernible and/or extractable with present technology.
As described in [18], de-identification can be both
reversible and irreversible. Irreversible methods are more
robust protection in effective hiding of data, however, they are
naturally destructive in the process, massively hindering data
utility. Reversible methods are ideal for DP by default, with
reversibility upon authority request. These methods are not
destructive of the source data but involve additional
information for future extraction of the original de-identified
material, such as by method of a held private key.
There is damage to data naturalness and intelligibility in
many if not all cases by the very manner of information
removal or replacement of that which is natural. Naive
approaches are either highly damaging to data naturalness (e.g.
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by black boxes over faces), or, in the case of simple methods
like basic blurring, may be vulnerable to parrot attacks.
As an example in captured video, full de-identification of
the human silhouette can hide the body, face and gait. And thus
by extension, any of the sensitive attributes potentially revealed
by those modalities. One such method is body silhouette
transform domain scrambling [19]. It can be applied for full
de-identification of a whole moving body, and is reversible
with the secret encryption key upon necessity. It is fitting for
live video situations, as the method is demonstrated to be
efficient and easy to implement. The naturalness of video is
lost, but localised to the subjects’ bodies and not affecting of
the full picture.
Since as stated already, full de-identification naturally
removes identity, we consider the sub-category of methods repurposing de-identification methods for hiding captured soft
biometrics: human characteristics which may be shared among
multiple subjects or are only temporary. This is an opposite
approach to de-identification in the sense that the goal is not to
remove identity. Instead identity can be preserved, however,
soft biometrics alone are to be effectively removed. There is at
present little work in the area, as noted in [18]. There are gaps
in the available technology to achieve this goal. Therefore, if
the soft biometrics cannot be hidden in a selective manner, on
the basis of the derived requirements, barring explicit consent
there is justification for total de-identification even with the
sacrifice of data loss.
TABLE 3: Identified solutions in the literature of derived attribute protections
by selective de-identification.
Biometric
Modality

Attribute

Face

Race / Nationality

Partial

Gender

Complete

Freedom of Thought

None

Age / Childhood

None

Health

Partial

Sexual Orientation

None

Fingerprint

Solutions
(None/Partial/Complete)

Race / Nationality

None

Gender

Complete

Health

None

of video especially given real-time demands. However, this is
clearly an area of interest considering existing established
widespread video surveillance. Much is disclosed in the face of
an individual, including Age, Gender, Race and Health and
potentially Freedom of Thought. Race is one example with a
well-known effect on facial recognition and their common
biases. Such an attribute is commonly disclosed.
Race, and thus to an extent Nationality, hiding in video is
mentioned in [21] as an achievable challenge by masking the
skin colour as a relevant race indicator. However this is
achieved by merely involving the step of RGB and hue-space
transformations and compromises data naturalness. This is only
a basic approach which may fool systems not trained for it, but
even to a human eye (in the case of adequate resolution) this is
not sufficient as other distinct racial features are not obscured.
Transformations on skin colour may intend to hide Race,
however such methods are additionally a step towards
preventing exposure of Health. In [22], skin carotenoid
colouration is shown to be both affected by diet, and an
indicator visible to other humans of apparent health.
Furthermore in obscuring soft biometrics, some work exists
not applicable to the attributes derived in Section II. Notably
this includes coverage of hairstyles and clothing. However, the
clothing colour methods in [24] could be applied to skin
colour, again achieving a similar step towards DP of Race,
Nationality and Health.
In the example for Gender [20], data naturalness is not
significantly compromised and identification is still
demonstrated as successful. With only two classes, it is more
straightforward to shift the distribution. This is not applicable
for other attributes such as Health and Race which have many
more variables, and levels of each. Hiding of soft biometric
features wherein classes cannot all be blended together can be
overall ruinous to data naturalness. Where such damage is
considered unwanted, less jarring results are desirable.
If all subtleties can be identified eventually, therefore they
can equally be selectively de-identified. However, it may not
be feasible in real-time systems to process each individual
subject with such scrutiny. A common blanket approach for all
captured subjects may thus be a more reasonable solution.

Within the ridge patterns of fingerprints, there are
indicators of both Gender and Race. Additionally the
presentation of the skin of the thumb will divulge Health
attributes such as skin conditions and diseases, to the extent
that recognition can often fail.
Gender hiding in fingerprints can be accomplished by
shifting the frequency distributions as shown in [20]. This
achieves successful obscuration of the attribute of gender in
stored templates, while still preserving a system within which
identification attempts succeed.

The advantage of selectively hiding sensitive secondary
information for protection of privacy without sacrificing data
utility is clear: free, privacy-preserving biometric
identification. However, there remain many challenges in
finding and hiding that which is sensitive. Presently full deidentification approaches remain the only established effective
methods for completely satisfactory DP. However, we
acknowledge that de-identification remains a domain of active
research, where numerous approaches beyond the above
mentioned are to be expected. This may include additional
modalities, not yet considered such as handwriting, or
alternative approaches, e.g. those based on the variety of
cryptographic building blocks.

The subject of face de-identification methods involves both
the easier problem of static images, and the greater challenge
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IV. CONCLUSION

Recognition,” Journal of Biomedicine and Biotechnology, vol. 2012,
Article ID 626148, 14 pages, 2012

In this paper, we derived privacy-sensitive attributes in
biometric data from UN rights and GDPR, and present threats
to the privacy of people’s captured biometric data. From
studying current capabilities in identifying additional features
beyond the purposes of identification or verification, there is
potential for vast personal information disclosure.
From review of existing methods in de-identification, we
conclude that selective DP methods for all the attributes and
modalities are incomplete. This is justification for full deidentification of captured data where privacy is necessary,
while further development of selective approaches continues.
A proposed solution to investigate is addition of overlaid
features rather than transformation or subtraction of the
existing features. Further activities in soft biometrics protection
could investigate group de-anonymisation [25], whereby the
novelty lies in the data sets being intentionally equipped with
such features, that will classify them into one single, common
category. This enables exposure of individual soft biometrics
from a single subject, yet makes each individual
indistinguishable within this particular group. To any observer,
all data subjects would exhibit all health conditions, ethnicities,
emotions etc. and discriminatory judgements based on displays
of attributes would therefore be impossible.
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